News

ELLIIT workshop
The workshop 2019 will take place at BTH October 15-16 2019, with local organizer Nauman bin Ali. The 2018 ELLIIT workshop was held in Linköping October 22-23. 111 registered attendants presented and listened to recent work and attended mini workshops in the different subject areas. The two keynotes were given by Prof. Slawomir Stanczak from TU Berlin and Prof. Joakim Jaldén from KTH. Prof. Stanczak presented work on machine learning for 5G, especially related to channel estimation and detection, while Prof. Jaldén talked about detecting cells in images and the endeavours related to collaborating with industry and commercialization.

Deep learning vulnerable to adversarial attacks
Deep learning (DL), despite its enormous success in many computer vision and language processing applications, is exceedingly vulnerable to adversarial attacks. We consider the use of DL for radio signal (modulation) classification tasks, and present practical methods for the crafting of white-box and universal black-box adversarial attacks in that application. We show that these attacks can considerably reduce the classification performance, with extremely small perturbations of the input. In particular, these attacks are significantly more powerful than classical jamming attacks, which raises significant security and robustness concerns in the use of DL-based algorithms for the wireless physical layer. (Authors: M. Sadeghi and E. G. Larsson), Read more: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=8449065

AIML@LU
ELLIIT researchers with Kalle Åström in the forefront have created an open network for artificial intelligence and machine learning. Research on artificial intelligence and machine learning is done at many departments at most faculties. The network for Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning at Lund University (AIML@LU) is a faculty wide platform for research, education and innovation in the area. There will be many interesting seminars and symposia, see http://aiml.lu.se/ for further information.

BTH ranked high in Software engineering
BTH is ranked sixth in the world and first in Europe regarding the number of publications in leading journals in Software Engineering. The article in the Journal of Systems and Software (Vol 147, Jan 2019) lists a total of about 120 researchers, of whom ten researchers are active in Sweden. Four of them work full-time at BTH, one works part-time at BTH, and two are former employees of BTH. Thus, in total, seven out of ten ranked researchers with Swedish affiliations have a connection to BTH. See https://www.bth.se/eng/dipt_eng-news/bth-top-ranked-in-software-engineering-research/ for the press release.

2019 Swedish Communication Technologies Workshop in Lund
The 2019 Swedish Communication Technologies Workshop (Swe-CTW 2019) will be held at Lund University June 10-12. The aim of this annual workshop is to bring together researchers and research students in the general area of communication technologies and related areas. It provides an opportunity for researchers and research students to gather in a largely informal setting to share ideas, make contacts, and foster new collaborative links for the future.

Marconi award for energy efficient communications
Increased data throughput has been the leading requirement for wireless communication systems for a long time period, but with the advent of 5G, the energy efficiency has become another important metric. Since 5G is supposed to increase the data rates by 100x, the energy consumption would increase by the same factor, unless the energy efficiency is radically improved. Associate Professor Emil Björnson, LiU, has received the 2018 IEEE Marconi Prize Paper Award in Wireless Communications for his journal article "Optimal Design of Energy-Efficient Multi-User MIMO Systems: Is Massive MIMO the Answer?" that initiated a new research direction where optimization theory is used to design energy efficient cellular networks. He has continued the research within the project SSF sponsored project "Holistic energy efficiency optimization in cellular networks". The number of antennas, number of users, transmit power, base station density, and selection of hardware components are some of the optimization variables considered in his research. For more information, see the interview in IEEE Spectrum [https://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/telecom/wireless/will-increased-energy-consumption-be-the-achilles-heel-of-5g-networks](https://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/telecom/wireless/will-increased-energy-consumption-be-the-achilles-heel-of-5g-networks) or the LiU news article: [https://liu.se/en/news-item/okningen-av-mobildata-kraver-energieffektivare-nat](https://liu.se/en/news-item/okningen-av-mobildata-kraver-energieffektivare-nat)

Invited Talks:
- Fredrik Tufvesson had a key-note at IEEE Globecom 2018, workshop on Channel Models and Measurements for mmWave Bands, "High-resolution dynamic characterization of mm wave channels"

Awards and Appointments:
- N. Pappas appointed to the editorial board of the IEEE Transactions on Communications, April 2018.
- N. Pappas appointed to the editorial board of the IEEE/KICS Journal on Communications and Networks, April 2018.
- N. Pappas co-chair for the IEEE INFOCOM 2019 Workshop on "Ultra Low Latency in Wireless Networks".
- The paper “Karatsuba with rectangular multipliers for FPGAs” by Martin Kumm, Oscar Gustafsson, Florent de Dinechin, Johannes Kappauf, and Peter Zipf received the best paper award at the 2018 IEEE Symposium on Computer Arithmetic.
The CVL-team from LiU achieved a second rank on 2018ies visual object tracking challenge sequestered test and against more than 70 competitors.

Emil Björnson and Daniel Verenzuela co-authored the paper “Network Deployment for Maximal Energy Efficiency in Uplink with Multislope Path Loss,” that received the 2018 Young Author Best Paper (YABP) Award from the IEEE ComSoc/VTS Italy Chapter. The prize awarded to the first author, Andrea Pizzo, and Luca Sanguinetti is another author fo the paper.


Emil Björnson got the 2018 IEEE Marconi Prize Paper Award in Wireless Communications (shared with L. Sanguinetti, J. Hoydis and M. Debbah)

Former Ph.D. student Hien Ngo got the 2018 EURASIP Best Ph.D. Award for his dissertation "Massive MIMO: Fundamentals and System Designs" (advisor: E.G. Larsson)

Erik G. Larsson named "highly cited researcher" according to Clarivate Analytics, https://hcr.clarivate.com/#freeText%3Dlarsson

Telecommunications research at Linköping University ranks #23 in the world according to the Shanghai academic ranking of world universities,

Lund University is ranked 17 in the world in the area of Electrical & Electronic Engineering Shanghai academic ranking of world universities

At the conference IEEE Edge in July 2018 the paper "Towards Mission-Critical Control at the Edge and Over 5G" got the Best Paper Award. Authors: Per Skarin, William Tärneberg, Karl-Erik Årzén and Maria Kihl.

Priset till Göran Linds minne från Kungliga Fysiografiska Sällskapet, 2018, går till Fredrik Rusek, institutionen för elektro- och informationsteknik

During the LTH exam ceremony 30 May João Vieira was received an award from Sparbanksstiftelsen Fårs och Frosta of 100.000 SEK for his Phd thesis Algorithms and Proofs of Concept for Massive MIMO Systems.

Program chairs and Editorships:

Mario Garrido served as lead guest editor for special section on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Hardware Implementations in Journal of Signal Processing Systems

Oscar Gustafsson served as one of the guest associate editors for the special issue of ISCAS 2018 in IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems II

PhD theses:

Christopher Mollen (LiU/ISY/Communication systems) successfully defended his Ph.D. thesis "High-End Performance with Low-End Hardware: Analysis of Massive MIMO Base Station Transceivers", Jan. 2018

Saeedeh Moloudi, Spatially Coupled Turbo-Like Codes, 2018, Lund
- Erik Bylow, Optimization Methods for 3D Reconstruction: Depth Sensors, Distance Functions and Low-Rank Models, 2018, Lund
- Dennis Medved, Deep Learning Applications for Biomedical Data and Natural Language Processing, 2018, Lund
- Viktor Larsson, Computational Methods for Computer Vision: Minimal Solvers and Convex Relaxations, 2018, Lund
- Mikael Nilsson, Verification of wireless communication performance and robustness for automotive applications, 2018, Lund
- Hussan Munir, An Empirically Based Theory for Open Software Engineering Tools, 2018, Lund
- Efficient mm-Wave Transmitter Design in CMOS Technology, Therese Forsberg, 2018 Nov 18, Lund: The Department of Electrical and Information Technology.
- Verification of wireless communication performance and robustness for automotive applications, Mikael Nilsson, 2018 May 15, Elektro- och informationsteknik.
- Physical Layer Techniques for High Frequency Wireline Broadband Systems
- Efficient Processing and Storage for Massive MIMO Digital Baseband, Liu, Y., 2018, Department of Electrical and Information Technology, Lund University.

Conferences and workshops:
- The industrial excellence center EASE (Embedded Applications Software Engineering) concluded its ten years of operation with a workshop, Oct 15. Highlights were presented from ten years of research, and industry panelists discussed visions of industry-academia research collaboration. Panelist were Johan Paulsson, CTO, Axis, Johan Svenér, V.P. Research & Incubation, Sony, Stefan Johansson, CEO Softhouse Invest, and Linda Persson, Head of Site & Product Development Baseband, Ericsson. http://ease.cs.lth.se/oct15/
- Swedsoft’s annual Software Technology and Engineering Workshop (STEW) was held in Malmö, October 17-18. Under the themes of “Let us do it together: Open source in software development” and “Let the machine do the job; AI and ML in software development”, several ELLIIT researchers contributed: Dr. Christoph Reichenbach, Dr. Hussan Munir, PhD student Rasmus Ros. The chair of LTHs board of directors, Dr. H.C. Charlotta Falvin gave an inspiring opening speech on “Experiences from managing software business”. https://www.swedsoft.se/event/stew-2018/
• Michael Felsberg is co-organizing the SCIA 2019 in Norrköping.

Personell

• New Ph.D. students Ziya Gulgun, LiU/ISY/Communication systems
• Harsh Tataria has started as a Post doctoral researcher in mm wave channel modeling at LU/EIT
• dira Nurdiani Jabangwe left BTH for a postdoc at DTU, Denmark.

Research Grants

• Per Runeson got prestudy funding from Vinnova for a project on “Open Collaborative Data as an Innovation Platform for Machine Learning Applications” together with RISE and Mobile Heights in the call for “Groundbreaking ideas in industrial development”. The project aims at exploring and defining Open Collaborative Data (OCD) to innovate, share costs and ensure quality of data for training of machine learning applications, similar to Open Source Software (OSS).
• N. Pappas, "Low Latency Communications for Wireless Networks: Exploiting Traffic Characteristics", funded by the LiU Center for Industrial Information Technology (CENIIT), 440kSEK for 2019.
• European Union H2020 MSCA Individual Fellowships (IF) project COMPRESS NETS starts 1 January 2019. The fellowship is awarded to Marian Codreanu, with Di Yuan (LiU/ITN) as the supervisor.
• Michael Felsberg has received a new VR grant 2018-04673 - Algebraiskt begränsade faltningsnätverk för gles billdata.
• Anders Hansson has together with Bo Wahlberg at KTH received a WASP Expedition Project on Autonomous Optimization that will fund two postdoc for two years.
• Buon Kiong Lau obtained a Vetenskapsrådet Project Grant for the topic “Optimal MIMO Terminal Antennas for 5G and Beyond” (dnr. 2018-04717), 4 years, 4 million SEK, 2019-2022.
• Emil Björnson (LiU) and Pontus Giselsson (LU) are the two PIs of the WASP-AI Expedition Project “ICARUS—Intelligent Cell-free Access for wiReless Ubiquitous Services”.
• Nauman bin Ali (BTH/SERL): VITS – Visualization of Test Data for Decision Support, Funded by The Knowledge Foundation, Duration: April 1, 2019 – March 31, 2021. Total budget: 3.8 MSEK.
• Martin Hell and Martin Höst, LTH. HATCH: Handling Vulnerabilities in the Value Chain, funded by Vinnova, duration Nov 2018 – Nov 2021. Total Vinnova funding is 4MSEK.

Some Publications


• Jeong Keun Jang, Ho Keun Kim, Myung Hoon Sunwoo, Oscar Gustafsson, "Area-efficient scheduling scheme based FFT processor for various OFDM systems", Asia Pacific Conference on Circuits and Systems, 2018.
Målet med ELLIITs nyhetsblad är att sprida information om händelser och nyheter från ELLIIT. Nyhetsbladet är skrivet på en blandning av svenska och engelska.

- M. Garrido, "Multiplexers and Memory-Efficient Circuits for Parallel Bit Reversal," in IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems II: Express Briefs. Accepted for publication.


• Nikita Lyamin, Denis Kleyko, Quentin Delooz, Alexey Vinel (2018), AI-based malicious network traffic detection in VANETs, IEEE Network Magazine, DOI: 10.1109/MNET.2018.1800074.
• A path loss and shadowing model for multilink vehicle-to-vehicle channels in urban intersections, Mikael G. Nilsson, Gustafson, C., Abbas, T. & Fredrik Tufvesson, 2018 Dec 14, In : Sensors (Switzerland). 18, 12, 4433
Målet med ELLIITs nyhetsblad är att sprida information om händelser och nyheter frå ELLIIT. Nyhetsbladet är skrivet på en blandning av svenska och engelska.

- Cross-Correlation of Large-Scale Parameters in Multi-Link Systems: Analysis using the Box-Cox Transformation, Dahman, G., Jose Flordelis & Fredrik Tufvesson, 2018, In : IEEE Access. 6, p. 13555-13564


